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Abstract. This paper describes system displays video frame of sports broad-
casting with screen movement by an active projector. Since the screen moves as 
the camera operator controls their camera in the stadium by automatic detection 
of background movement from video frames, the watchers are force to move 
their heads in home environment. The head movement helps the watchers to feel 
self-movement as if they ware located in the stadium. The experiments demon-
strate that the head movement when the watchers track the moving screen with 
their eyes and heads generates sense of self-movement and active feeling about 
players.  

Keywords: Active Projector, Sense of Self-Movement, Screen Movement, 
Sports Watching. 

1   Introduction 

Watching sports on television is one of popular entertainments in home environment. 
Large screens on recent televisions enhance quality of entertainment in sports watching 
on television. However, large gap still exists between sports watching in the stadium 
and watching on television. The devices that bridge the gap will provide exciting 
experience on sports watching in home environment without going out to sports arena. 

Generally speaking, virtual reality technology brings telepresence as if the television 
watcher stood on the stadium. Simple approach is introduction of immersion system 
that provides to the watchers 3d-images and sounds from the real stadium in 
accordance with the watcher behavior. Immersion system requires 3-dimensional 
display with special goggles or head mounted display (HMD). This is unacceptable in 
home environment because of their cost and physical stress with constraint. Although 
the display system provides complete telepresence, the watchers can feel presence with 
elements for perception of presence. 

Witmer [1] discusses several factors for presence. We remark movement perception, 
especially self-movement. The factor is explained as a kind of sensory factors for 
perception of presence. Other factors are difficult to generate. Behavior of sports 
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watching on television contains no interaction. The user only watches on television and 
does not contact to television. Therefore, control factors for perception are unavailable. 
Since the system does not contain no computer graphics image, realism factors is 
unrelated. The place on watching in home environments is usually fixed. Distraction 
factors are difficult to provide. Rather than these factors, generation of self-movement 
feeling is easy to realize.  

Examples of self-movements in sports watching are head movement and body twist. 
The spectators for such sports that need large play areas as football and basketball move 
their gazes and heads as the players and balls move in the large stadium. On the other 
hand, in watching on television, a camera operator moves their camera to keep the 
players and the balls center in the video frame. The spectators on television do not need 
to move their head and body. They cannot perceive self-movement. If the system can 
provide sense of self-movement to the watchers, they can feel presence on watching in 
the stadium. 

Our research aim is construction of display system that stimulates perception of 
self-movement in watching sports in television. Target video image is TV program 
about sports broadcasting. In video image, there are various scenes such as scene 
switching and zooming. Since our goal is generation of sense about self-movement, we 
treat with only tracking scene about the balls and the players including overall of field. 

2   Generation of Self-movement Sense with Screen Movement 

There are two methods to generate movement of watcher’s head and body. One method 
is that the system moves the watcher's body directly in accordance with scenes on TV 
program. The other is that the system moves gaze area of the watcher. The former 
requires large devices for user movement. It is unsuitable for home use. We utilize the 
latter method. 

If the user watches TV program on large display, the user seems to move his/her 
head. However, as above mentioned, in TV program, the players and balls are usually 
on center in the frame. The user does not need to watch sports with head movement. For 
head movement, the system is required to move the gaze area. In watching television, 
gaze area is equivalent of screen area. The screen area of the display system is needed. 
The movement of gaze area also generates distraction factors for presence. The narrow 
gaze area and movement create attention of the watchers. The attention helps the users 
to feel involvement and immersion in watching. 

There are 3 types of approaches for screen movement. 

• Head Mount Display (HMD) 
One approach is that the system covers the user’s field of view with special display 

device such as HMD and the system provides screen with head position of the user. 
This method’s merit is that the system can generate screen movement of all directions 
and the degree of immersion is high. Cost and constriction of the special devices for the 
users are demerits. The measurement about head position is needed. It also forces the 
users to wear special sensors for head measurement. In watching sports, the spectators 
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do not watch all directions but the front of them. The field of all directions is not 
needed. This approach is not suitable for home use. 
• Large Display 

Another approach is that the system equips large display such as 4K display and 
high-resolution projector. The system displays only clipped area of whole screen and 
moves the clipped area with video images. This method has the merits; easy 
implementation of screen movement, fast moving and resizing of screen. The method 
also contains the problems. The large display requires large area for equipment. The 
movable area on screen movement is limited to display size. 
• Active Projector 

The other method is the system physically moves screen of the display device. While 
the TV monitors are too heavy to move on the wall, the projectors are easy enough to 
move their bodies. The pan and tilt movement of the projector body realizes screen 
movement on large area. The movable projector has demerits; projected image is 
distorted, screen area tends to be small and speed of screen movement is limited. 

These methods contain merits and demerits. We utilize active projector for 
realization of screen movement. This is because 1) the active projector covers larger 
area than large display and 2) the screen includes no frame [2]. Once the user notices 
the frame of the display, the user finds out limits of screen movement. This prevents 
immersion and decreases degree of sense on presence. Display system without aware of 
screen frame is important. The several research projects [2][3][4][5] utilize the active 
projectors. The main usage of the projector is display of static image everywhere. In the 
addition to the disply of static image, the display system with screen movmenet is 
required to synchornize displaying the image and moving the screen. This is interesting 
topic about active projector.  

3   Display System Implementation 

We have been utilized the pan-tilt streerable projector for informational support of the 
occupants in the room [6]. Performance of the projector is shown in Table 1. The 
projector consists of traditional projector, tilt motor and pan motor. The projector is 
controllable with DMX communication. Pan and tilt angles are measurable with 
equipped rotary encoders. The projector’s focus and zoom are also controllable. In 
usage of screen movement, change of distance between the projector and projection 
plane is small. In the paper, we do not control focus and zoom parameter. 

Configuration of the projection system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The display system 
projects video images by the following proceduce.  

Table 1. Specification of pan-tilt steerable projector 

 Range (degree) Maximum Speed 
 (degree/sec.) 

Measurable Angle 
Resolution (degree) 

Pan -180 to 180 80 0.09 
Tilt -120 to 120 80 0.05 
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Fig. 1. Display System Diagram 

3.1   Detection of Image Background Movement 

Ideally speaking, position of moved screen is desired to be equal to the field of the 
spectator’s view in the stadium. However, the information related to position of the 
watching view has disappeared in video image of TV program. Fortunately, if 
switching of camera does not occur, the camera operators control their cameras to track 
the players, the ball or something to focus. It is assumed that this camera operation is 
similar to movement of eyeshot in watching sports on spectator’s seat. Therefore, 
screen control with the parameter of estimated camera movement from the video im-
ages is suitable to generate sense of presence in watching sports on the display system. 

Video images that track the players or balls in the playfield consist of large area of 
moving background and small area of tracking target objects. Background movement is 
generated with camera movement. Thus, camera operation is estimated from detection of 
background image movement. For detection of background movement, we utilize optical 
flow of the video images. The display system detects feature points in each image con-
verted from video frame and calculates optical flows from Bouguet’s method [7], 
 

 

Fig. 2. Detected Background Motion: White line means detected optical flows of feature points. 
Large allow in the bottom represents 5-times vector of detected background motion. 
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which is the method that generates optical flow hierarchically from harsh image to high 
resolution image. Vectors of calculated optical flows are quantized in units of length and 
angle. The mode of the quantized vectors is regarded as camera movement (Fig. 2). 

3.2   Planning of Projector Control 

Screen movement parameters are easily calculated from detected background move-
ment. Displacement value of screen (dxb, dyb) in single video frame is calculated by 
given parameters: screen size (Wd, Hd), screen resolution (Wr, Hr) and movement of 
background (dxb, dyb). 

 
(1) 

The position at the video frame is calculated from integration of screen movement 
vectors. The needed size of screen movement in total video frames is also found. The 
system can calculate appropriate screen size from calculated total area of movement 
and projectable plane size. The maximum speed of projector pan-tilt is also found with 
distances of screen movements in frames. The system decides whether the video image 
can display by specification of the active projector.  

The system calculates pan and tilt value of the active projector in each frame from 
needed screen position above calculated. The active projector is regarded as a robot 
system that includes 2 degrees of rotation freedom and 1 degree of liner freedom, which 
is a kind of virtual liner joint between optical center and projection plane (Fig. 3). In the 
robot system, holomorphic tilt and pan values are found by inverse kinematics method. 

 

Fig. 3. Freedom of the pan-tilt projector 

3.3   Image Correction 

Projected image on plane is distorted as long as projection ray’s direction does not 
equal to normal direction of the plane. Distorted image decreases sense of presence. 
Mismatch between target screen position and calculated position arises from difference 
between the optical center of the projector and the center of rotation movement. The 
projectors contain the opposite characteristics of the cameras (Fig. 4). The camera 
calibration techniques resolve these problems. In fact, intrinsic parameters are calcu-
lated with the projected grid images and measured position. Because of non-linearity 
with offset between the optical center and the center of rotation, extrinsic parameters 
are difficult to calculate. We give the parameters from blueprint of the projector. The 
lens of the projector contains no deformation. Distortion calibration is not needed.  
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Fig. 4. Projector Calibration and Image Correction 

The system generates distorted images with 3D rendering technique. The system 
renders the 3D scene where optical center of the projector is virtual camera and the 
polygon whose texture is target image locates at the target position (Fig. 4). 

3.4   Synchronization of Video Images, Projection Image Generation and Pan-Tilt 
Control 

In online projection phase, in order to watch without feeling of strangeness, accurate 
synchronization of video images, distortion image generation and pan-tilt control of the 
projector. There are several delays in the system; delay of projector control, delay of 
video image transmission and duration of computation for distortion. The transmitting 
delay from distorted video frames to the projector is the longest. The system makes 
delays of pan-tilt control in the time duration of transmission for synchronization. The 
values of controlled pan and tilt do not always match with target values because of 
motor performance, control noise and control delay. Before online generation of screen 
movement, the system controls the projector with calculated route of the screen and 
measures pan and tilt angles from the projector. The parameters for projection image 
distortion are decided from measured pan-tilt values. If the system detects mismatch 
between target pan-tilt value and measured value, the system modify the parameter at 
the image distortion phase. This mechanism covers as high speed as the projector 
cannot chase the target screen and absorbs vibration movement of pan-tilt. 

4   Experiments about the Display System 

We evaluate that the display system make the watchers feel self-movement. Total 14 
subjects watch the 3 kinds of videos. Experimental room design is shown in Fig. 5. The 
prepared videos are approx. 15 second-length videos about soccer, valley ball and 
video game. The screen size is equivalent of 50-inch display television. The video 
features are shown in Table 2. The video scenes of the soccer video are shown in Fig. 6. 
The video game is not a sport, but in the video game, background except the leading 
character moves. We assumed that the screen movement makes the watcher feel 
something except presence with video that includes background movement. In order to 
investigate relationship between head movement and sense of self-movement, the 
subjects located in 1, 2 and 2.3 [m] (directly below the projector) front of the screen. 
The experiment protocol is the following. Firstly, the subject watches the video with no 
movement of the screen. Secondly, he/she watches the same video with movement of 
the screen. After watching, the subject writes the relative score 1(bad) to 5 (good) 
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Fig. 5. Experimental Setup 

Table 2. Features of the video images in experiments 

Image 
Source 

Movement Range 
(W x H [m]) 

Maximum Speed 
in Width (m/s) 

Maximum Speed in 
Height (m/s) 

Soccer 1.3 x 0.1 0.2 0.1 
Valley Ball 1.0 x 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Video Game 2.3 x 1.1 0.4 0.5 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Experiment Scenes in Soccer Video 

against the video watching in no screen movement. The questionnaire items are 1) 
visibility of scenes, 2) self-movement feeling and 3) active feeling about target players 
and characters. 

Result about visibility of scenes is shown in Fig. 7. The subject scores are low rather 
than fixed screen. In the screen movement, it is difficult to watch the scenes. Scores of 
the video about valley ball that includes the highest speed screen movement are low. 
This means that fast movement decreases the degree of visibility. 
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Fig. 7. Result about Visibility of Scenes 

Result about self-movement feeling is illustrated in Fig. 8. As expected, the sense of 
self-movement is higher in screen movement rather than fixed screen. The scores are 
related to distances of subject’s locations. The subject in the location near the screen 
should move their head widely. The subject feels high degree of self-movement. This 
shows degree of head movement with screen movements are tightly related to sense of 
self-movement. 
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Fig. 8. Result about Self-Movement Feeling 

 

Result about active feeling about target players and characters is shown in  
Fig. 9.Active feeling is also higher in screen movement rather than fixed screen. On the 
contrary of the self-movement feeling, active feeling is not related to distances. This 
feeling arises from only screen movement without the subject’s head movement. This 
effect appears in video game. The implemented system has capability of increasing the 
degree of self-movement feeling and active feeling for something except sports. 
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Fig. 9. Result of Active feeling about Target Players and Characters 
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In all experiments, in the location directly below the projector, although the subjects 
watch the video at the similar view of the camera operator, the scores are not dra-
matically different from scores in the other locations. This means accuracy about gaze 
movement is not necessary for sense of self-movement and active feeling.  

5   Conclusion 

We constructed the display system including the active projector moves the screen with 
video frames for the watchers to feel self-movement. The system displays the sports 
scenes of TV programs with screen movement by detection of background movement 
in video frames. The experiments demonstrate the system enhance the watchers’ per-
ception of self-movement and active feeling about the players rather than televisions, 
whose displays are fixed. 

The system currently cannot treat with the video including zoom and switching of 
scenes. The system needs offline measurement about pan-tilt value of the projector. 
Resolution about these problems is a future task. The current system only generates 
sense of self-movement. It is so far from perception of presence. We will challenge to 
generate other factors about presence in watching sports. 
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